
2JD Pick and Mix Home Learning Tasks 

Week 7 -  week beginning 22nd February  

Complete a reading  challenge 

from your Reading Bingo sheet 

*workstation packs         *BBC Bitesize   

*RMEasimaths               *CBBC lessons 

*Individual work set on Education City  

*www.10ticks.com          * Times tables activities 

*Daily jobs in workpack 7  *White Rose Maths  

Money Skills 

make a shop or 

café  

*workstation packs               *Lexia                 

*Listen to the class reading book Adventures of the Wishing Chair by 

Enid Blyton 

(Monday 10.00, Tuesday 2.30, Wednesday  10.00, Thursday 2.30, Friday 10.00)  

*Education City work set on pupil profile if requested    

*Daily jobs in workpack 7 

 

 

Take a trip on a seaplane https://youtu.be/CjtnVn2-bMs 
Watch the video then  close your eyes and imagine  boarding the seaplane as an adult reads 
the Seaplane Scene.  Create  a mind map of what you could hear, see, smell and touch on 
your journey. 

Use an atlas to match the names of the seas surrounding the UK  

Challenge:  Can you label the four countries of the UK, four capital cities and where  

you now on the map?   

Explore oceans and continents of the world via the link world geography tutorial and quizzes  
Google Earth  and complete activity worksheet on world map to test your knowledge. 
When we look at maps or globes, the oceans appear to be still and flat, like a piece of blue-green paper. But are the 
oceans really like that – calm, motionless and steady?  
Look at two contrasting video clips of gentle waves in Rio and violent waves in Portland. What words could we use to 
describe the motion of these waves? (Rolling, crashing, flowing, rippling, swaying, rushing, lapping, splashing, etc.) But 

what actually causes waves? Use dominoes to create a wave effect, how many can you line up? 

Complete the My Waves Word Bank activity  

Have fun with your learning adventures and stay safe      

Judith, Karen, Amanda and Vicki  

 Local walk 

Joe Wicks lessons 

Cosmic Kids Yoga  

Workpack ideas 

Recipes in 

work 

pack 

Resources in 

workpack 7 

https://youtu.be/CjtnVn2-bMs
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/World_Continents.htm
https://www.google.com/earth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yri9AuoyHNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xhlx9wbs-0c

